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SMALL REFRESHING DROPS OF POETRY
by Zacharoula Gaitanaki
Cyclamen, this charming small plant, has inspired many poets, it was
reflected on the canvas of several painters and it was loved by simple
people, who rejoice it when it blooms in gardens, flower pots but also
wild not only in Greek fields. (The cyclamen is, since 2006, the National
plant of Cyprus).
Spiros K. Karamountzos honors it by giving its name to this small
collection of selected triplex poems in Greek language.
“The Brevity is philosophizing”: the poet, with that in mind, is trying –
and aptly succeeds – to send us his messages without excesses but with
the right words, which have been selected so as to fulfill faithfully the
writing rules of this poetic form and with purity to reflect any event,
feeling or thought, that he wants to express and to share with us.
Mr. Spiros K. Karamountzos, with carefully – for any occasion –
selected words from the dictionary of the rich Greek language, created
and gave us – in this e-book – a beautiful bouquet with evergreen poetic
cyclamens, as a continuation of the imprint of his interesting course in
life and in literature. Whatever spiritual produces a creator, it is as he
writes in a triplex poem: “Soul’s mirror / only your works. / Remember
this.”
The famous Japanese poet Mr. Toshimi Horiuchi writes in his poem
entitled “A spoonful of poetry” (from his collection “Fruits of heart”,
page 51, Japan, 2008, published by Hon-no Shiro Press) for all as poetry
can give us to make our life a little better: “A spoonful of poetry a day /
makes the heart and the mind / joyful, / healthy, / youthful, /
wealthy.”
In this era of emotional drought, spiritual ugliness and unpleasant ,
often painful, human trials – “a spoonful of poetry” – like the one that
offer us the “Cyclamens” by Spiros K. Karamountzos as well as his
other lyrical surveying, are for readers a revitalizing source of
freshness, true, attractive beauty and quality pleasure.
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With cyclamens
your garden to be in flower
even though are little.

*

Bright and sunny blossom,
blessed fruit.
It lights small hanging oil lamps.

*

A floral wreath made
on May’s 1st day.
A love’s gift.

*

A joy to behold
your garden’s beauties
take care of it.
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Plane tree leaves
autumnal plays
of Zephyrus.

*

Ripe fruit!
Don’t look forward to going down
to taste it.

*

Blackbirds singing,
forest’s fiddlers.
A joy to hear.

*

“Glow worms”
are overjoyed
the moonless nights.
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In open schools,
you will see the swallows
to build nests.

*

“Plainness of expression” is characteristic
of wise people and not volubility.
Lesson… one.

*

“Moderation in all things”,
motto number one.
Is it kept though?

*

“Moderation in all things”
we say it and we hear it.
But in practice?
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They joined the Persian side
all of a sudden!
“For shame!”

*

All their life, emigrants hope
for the Day of return
to the native land.

*

For another time
“a mare’s nest”
and they laugh.

*

“I look for a man” (Diogenes).
He would say the same
if he was looking for nowadays.
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Without study
and “the die in cast”.
But throw of the dice.

*

Don’t clap your hands
for “winged words”,
you will regret it.

*

It was a message
but “no sooner said than done”
became a law.
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“The height of conceit”
swearing at everyone
without an apology.

*

“Much in little”
but the haves
overlook it.

*

Heads of States
never forget it:
“Everything is in a state of flux”.
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“The ancient spirit”
is flowing in our blood
and it is leading us.

*

An old advice to everybody
for everything:
“Moderation in all things”.

*

Red lips
are the snare of love
for a good catch.
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Without love you can have
a lot of things.
“Experience is the mother of wisdom”.

*

Heart of hearts
needs love
not to wither.

*

Love’s studies
not only in words
at school.
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With a smile
to embrace the world,
you are its child.

*
She was riled
and went on the streets…
to get fresh air.

*

Times look grim
and everyone wonders:
“Where are we heading for?”
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And they answer with wisdom
the ones who know:
“Go to rack and ruin”.

*

“Vain hopes”
demagogues
foster by fraud.

*
A headland light
sends signs of hope.
Helm down the sails.

*

A moonlight seashell
traces route
on the seashore.
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A large castle
near a Monastery.
Good neighbors.

*

Your soul’s mirror
only your work.
Remember this.

*

Dark clouds
hide the star for us
and the three Wise Men.
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I’m full of joy
and hope for peace,
“Jesus is born”.

*

“Jesus is born”
and sends messages
with the bells.

*

The Parthenon even though
hidden by the smog,
is a Monument.

*

And the common sense
isn’t so common.
Looking for it.
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COME TO SANTORINI
The days with serenity
come to see its sun
lighting up the stars last night
fading them away at dawn.
In the light blue of the Aegean Sea
come to see the image of the sun
having the island for a boat
with mermaids by its side.
Come to bask all day in Imerovigli,
marks of warmth the sun
will send you with its beams.
Who is not going to photograph
the sunlit Caldera
waiting agog the sun
to go down in the West?
Come a moonlit night to dream away
… by starlight too,
golden gifts of Nature.
Come for a honey moon you too in Santorini
a step that will judge
your future life from now on.
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Mr. Spiros K. Karamountzos is a famous Greek poet and author. He was
born in Karya, a village in Argolida. He was a teacher of the elementary
education. Now he is retired. He is a member of the “Greek Writers
Society”, of the “International Writers Association” (I.W.A.), of the
«Poetas del Mundo» – «Poets of the World» and of the “World Poets
Society” (W.P.S.). His poems have been translated into English,
Chinese, Russian, Italian, Spanish and have appeared in national and
foreign Anthologies. His writing has received awards from national and
international poetry competitions. He has published the books “WORDS
of KARYA” with memories of his village, “KNOWLEDGE LEND WINGS TO
INSPIRATION – Spiros Karamountzos is interviewed by Zacharoula
Gaitanaki” (2011) and the collections of poetry: “HALCYONS” (2000),
“STROKES OF THE BOW” (2004), “DEWDROPS” (2006), “SHEDDING OF
LEAVES”(2006), “SUNFLOWERS” (2010), “POET’S GARDEN” (2013),
«LOOKING FOR A POET» (2013), “NIGHTFALL” (2018) and
“CYCLAMENS” (e-book edition, 2018).
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